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Introduction 

• To adequately deal with procurement fraud and risks associated with it, we need to embrace 

change and this is something that starts from the inside and manifest itself to the outside. 

 

• Reducing supply chain vulnerabilities through effective risk management will require a new set 

of risk practitioners and this set, are practitioners who embrace competence and attitude as key 

tools needed to help government deal with the scourge of fraud and corruption. 

 

• With this said this presentation seeks to suggest that we need to robustly engage all 

stakeholders involved in the procurement value chain in order to realise value creation. 

 

• Endeavours have been made in the past to fight fraud and corruption but these initiative lacked 

the integration of sophisticated risk management methods and the willingness from practitioners 

to explore new ways of managing procurement fraud risks. 

 



State of Affairs 

• Government and its entities are confronted by dissatisfied stakeholders due to job losses, 

service delivery demands and the call for good corporate governance. 

 

• It has been estimated that R30 billion per year, which is 20% of the overall government 

procurement budget of R150 billion, is being lost or is disappearing into a black hole of fraud 

and corruption. 

 

• Government is ripped off through: 

– Overpricing 

– Contractors failing to deliver of their promises 

– Collusion by suppliers and government officials 

• Supplier selection does not conform to basic rules: 

– Right quality; 

– Right quantity; 

– Delivery to the right place; 

– Performance or delivery in time and; 

– At the right price  

 



State of Affairs conti… 

• Corruption is tied into self-perpetuating networks of patronage and power 

 

• Independence and moral obligation of the Bid and Bid Adjudication Committees have been 

compromised by individual that serve their selfish ends. 

 



Value Erosion 

• In 2008 -2009 and 2009 – 2010 South Africa ranked 45 out of (134 and 133 countries 

respectively) on Global Competitive Index, an admirable showing by a developing country.   

 

• In the 2010 – 2011 GCI, South Africa rank 54 and this was partly coursed by: 

–  crime and theft; 

–  corruption and; 

– Inadequately educated workforce 

• Government reconstructs: 

– Roads which contractors did not finish; 

– Schools that were financed but never built; 

– Houses which were substandard 

• Government repurchases: 

– Medicine which never reached its destination 

– Assets which were stolen (i.e. x-ray machines) 

 

• Recent revelation of procurement and tender fraud amounting to R25 billion rands which could 

have been utilised for the impoverished. 

 



Value Creation 

• In the past sixteen years government has invested billions of rands to stimulate the economy 

and developed infrastructure that encourages faster development. 

 

• Whilst government is busy creating a society in which we can all be proud to leave in, this 

requires more fund and proper management. 

 

• In the 2010 Medium Term Budget Policy Statement, the Minister of Finance projected a total 

infrastructure spending of R811 billion 

 

• In the same period, state owned entities infrastructure spending will add over R320 billion. 

 

• National Health Insurance which is expected to cost R128 billion in its first year. 



Value Creation conti… 

• To make sure that government realises the set objectives or priorities, the risk practitioners must 

start to ask themselves this critical question “ what is it that we can do differently to ensure that we 

can contribute meaningfully in the reduction of supply chain vulnerabilities, particularly fraud and 

corruption” and the following must happen: 

 

– Increase monitoring capability of government that is aimed at early detection of fraud; 

– Transparent disclosure at each stage of the supply chain process; 

– Imposing stiff penalties of up to double the contract value; and 

– Strengthening tax compliance measures associated with government procurement. 

 

• Smart procurement 2010 reported that, the government expects to collect an estimated R834 

billion revue this year. 

 

• The money recovered from procurement fraud and cost savings should finance unforseen and 

unavoidable government expenditure. 
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Value creation conti… 



Roles of risk practitioners 

• As the question was asked earlier “what can risk practitioners do differently to ensure that they contribute  

meaningfully in the reduction of supply chain vulnerabilities, particularly fraud and corruption” 

 

• This question remain “what would be their role in value erosion and creation”. 

 

• Risk practitioners must: 

– Develop new and agile risk management strategies; 

– Adapt and re-align themselves with sophisticated ways of dealing with procurement fraud; 

– Influence internal environment and procurement managers to determine what their institutions risk 

management philosophies  should entail; 

– Assist to develop procurement fraud strategies which must include (prevention; detection; investigation 

and resolution) 

– Conduct and assessment of vulnerable areas and assist to identify and assess fraud risks; 

– Assist to create fraud risk data bank in order to analyse and interpreted the data for trends and losses 

incurred; 

– Review, external and internal auditors report; Scopa reports and Portforlio committees reports; and  

– Assist with a robust and well designed integrated fraud awarenes 

 



Challenges to manage supply chain 

risk 

Governance and procedures has been developed and designed whether or not they have been 

effectively implemented it’s a topic for another day. 

 

– Lack of institutional competence is often cited as one of major challenges; 

– Understaffed risk management functions; 

 

– Perpetrator know exactly how the design of internal controls is, hence in most case they go unpunished; 

– Internal structures do not have the prerequisite competence and attitude to deal with cases of fraud; 

 

– Management overlook risk controls or colludes in bridging them; 

– Whistle-blowing policies witch are aimed at protecting the whistle blowers do not in actual fact protect the 

whistle blowers. e.g. In one public entity a whistle blower uncovered corruption and multimillion ran tender 

irregularities but management intimidated and threatened the official and eventually was dragged to 

disciplinary hearing witch decided against the entity. 

 

– As a result the entity incurred settlement cost which could have been utilised to investigate or prevent 

other procurement irregularities. 



Conclusion 

• The importance of competence and attitude can not be over emphasised in order for 

government to realise the set objective. 

 

• Risk practitioners role has now been expanded to adapt to the needs and challenges the 

government is now faced with. 

 

• However, the success of these reforms is contingent on the ability of risk practitioners to lead 

the design of effective risk management strategies. 

 

• With the R811 and R320 billion infrastructure spending on the cards, risk practitioners must now 

be proactive in assisting government identify risks associated with these projects. 

 



Conclusion conti… 

• The Minister of Finance has undertaken a project to tackle corruption in governments supply 

chain using the SIU resource and other relevant stakeholders reporting to him and this once 

again confirms the governments commitment in fighting procurement fraud and risks associated 

with it. 

 

• It would be the best of times, where hope and belief in our societies is restored that going 

forward we shall be winners and proponents of moral responsibility that the trust bestowed upon 

all of us was not a mistake but confidence.  
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